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How many possible DNA 
triplets are there?

Hint: How many options 
are there for each position 

in the triplet?
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1 2 3 DNA triplet
Amino acid

Variants of a gene are called alleles. There are two common alleles of the tasting 
gene below. Decode the non-coding DNA to make the allele protein sequences - what 
chemical does this gene allow us to taste? 

Chemical:

Hint: The chemical name is 
a three-letter abbreviation.

Fill in the Punnett squares - use the information to work out which allele 
is recessive and which is dominant.

1 is the ________ allele, '__'.

2 is the ________ allele, '__'.
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Decoding DNADecoding DNA
Exercise 1: DNA Triplets

Exercise 2: 
Tasting Chemicals

recessive   t   T   dominant

 

PTC 

1: T G T  C G G  T C A T G A C T T  G G G  T G G  A C G  

4 x 4 x 4 = 64 

  ACA     GCC     AGT      ACT     GAA      CCC     ACC      TGC        
 

T    A    S     T    E    P    T    C 

2: T G T  C G G  T C A T G G  A C T  T G G  G T G  G A C   

 

T    A    S     T   S        T    H    L TOP 

Exercise 3: Punnett Squares 

 
 

ACA     GCC    AGT        ACC      TGA    ACC      CAC     CTG 

Dominant 

Recessive  t 

T 

1    2    1 0    2    2 
21       22 

21       22 



Recap...Recap...

DNA is the  ________________________, found in all living ____________. DNA 
molecules are made of four types of ____________ - these are 
organised into two long ____________ which form the DNA double 
helix. The strand of DNA which codes for a ____________ is called 
the coding strand. The other strand of DNA is the ____________. 
Genes are sections of DNA which code for one ____________. 
Proteins are made of chains of ____________. Three bases of DNA 
code for one amino acid. Different versions of the same gene are 
called ____________. Different alleles result in slightly different 
proteins being made. Some recessive alleles are caused by 
____________ mutations, which result in no protein being made. 
Our ____________ (the traits we can observe) is the result of 
our____________ (our set of genetic alleles).

Complete the summary using the words below:

2

If you would like to know more about how DNA is structured, 
how DNA is decoded or how alleles can be important take 
a look at the following:

 Topic                                  Media Format                     How to Find it

Who discovered the structure 
of DNA?

How is DNA decoded to 
make proteins?

The genetics of bitter taste 
in humans?

Human sickle cell disease
allele

TED talk by James Watson (co-       
discoverer of the structure of 
DNA)

Animated video (note this 
provides detail on a step between 
DNA and protein, called mRNA)

BBC article, looking at ancient         
humans and PTC

Easy to read introduction to sickle 
cell disease

Video with 3D example of human 
blood cells (read article above 
first)

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=RvdxGDJogtA

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=oefAI2x2CQM

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/
hi/sci/tech/8195762.stm

https://kidshealth.org/en/
teens/sickle-cell-anemia.html
https://www.dnalc.org/
resources/3d/17-sickle-cell.
html

non-coding strand  .  genetic code  .  phenotype  .  amino acids    
strands  .  protein  .  alleles  .  DNA base  .  nonsense  .  organisms    

gene  .  genotype  .  recessive

Genetic Code Organisms 

Genotype 

DNA Base 
Strands 

Gene 
Non-Coding Strand 

Protein 
Amino Acids 

Alleles 

Nonsense 
Phenotype 
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During the session, you tested whether you could taste PTC. 
To take this further, now try testing your friends and family to 
see how many tasters versus non-tasters you know. Record 
a tally for each person you test* in the table below (cut your 
strips into half to test more people).

      Please note that other genetic or environmental factors can contribute to people 
being able or unable to taste the PTC strips.

Draw a graph on the paper below to represent your findings. 
Your graph should include axis, axis labels, units and a title

Tasters Non-Tasters

Consider whether tasting PTC is a 
dominant or recessive trait.

PTC Tasters: Friends PTC Tasters: Friends 
and Familyand Family

Would you expect more people to 
be tasters or non-tasters? Why? 

 

 
 

How do your data support (or not 
support) this expectation? 

Expect more tasters because it is dominant. If two people 
are Tt 3/4 children  will be able to taste PTC - OR an expla
nation that since you do not know how common T and t ar
e, this is hard to say. 

This depends on the graph drawn by students, and their prediction above. Any s
ensible comment on how these two relate is acceptable. 
 
e.g. I expected more tasters, and this graph shows more taster therefore support
s my expectation. 

e.g |||| e.g. || 


